Welcome February - June 2014

We welcome the following new families to Temple Solel

Aviva Berlin and her daughter, Gabriela
Glen Brodowsky and Jon Segal
Brian and Erin Camp and their daughter, Reagan
Dr. Colin and Clara Dougherty and their sons, Jacob and Aiden
Nina Doye and her sons, Griffin and Willis
Barry Feinman
Ian and Daphna Finn and their children, Asher, Elliot and Anya
Paul and Catherine Forsthoefel and their children, Hannah and Jacob
Brian and Stephanie Less and their children, Samantha and Jordan

Dr. Steven and Linda Silverman Levine
Stephanie Lewis and her children, Jamisyn, Eliza and Desmond
Dinah Mears
Elizabeth Meyerhoff and her children, Helena and Delilah
Scott and Ruthie Smith and their sons, Jeffery and Noah
Dafne Troyce and her son, Nataniel
Allen and Shelley Wolff and their children, Jocelyn and Bryce
Andrew and Nadene Zack and their sons, Matthew and Samuel
CONDOLENCES

February - June 2014
Our heartfelt condolences on the recent deaths of:

Alan Biener – Husband of Helena Biener
George Blumenfeld – Father of Vincent Blumenfeld
Bezalel “Bert” Danzig – Father of Micha “Mitch” Danzig
Mary L. Fisher – Mother of Leon Fisher
Henry Goldbaum – Father of Dr. Danielle Reicher
Alan Honig – Father of Karen Ladman
Moshe Lauer – Cousin of Frances & Jack (Z"l) Caminer
Shirley Levine – Mother of Gary Levine
Jerry McClenny – Husband of Tami McClenny
David Oransky – Brother-in-law of Sue Ann Scheck
Henry Solomon – Grandfather of Dr. Adam Shapiro
Wilna Twomey – Mother of Chris Twomey
C O N T R I B U T I O N S

You are invited to make a donation to Temple Solel as a means of sharing your joys and sorrows with your fellow congregants and at the same time help Temple Solel meet its funding needs. Thank you for your continued support.

**OUR CLERGY**

- Rabbi Frank’s Discretionary Fund
- Rabbi Wright’s Discretionary Fund
- Cantor Tiep’s Discretionary Fund

**OUR TEMPLE**

- Acoustic Repair Fund
- Building Tributes
- General Temple Fund
- Prayerbook Fund
- Shir Chadash Music Fund
- Tree of Life Leaves ($250 small; $300 large)
- Yahrzeit Plaques ($450 member; $650 non-member)

**OUR PROGRAMS**

- Aaron Price Children’s Library
- Adult Education
- Alliger/Baron Memorial Speaker’s Fund
- Alpert Mendelson Library
- Chavurat Chesed (meals of condolence for mourners)
- Hineynu (assistance to Temple members in need)
- Israel Action Fund
- Social Action Fund
- Tzedakah Fund (assistance to people in need)

**OUR YOUTH**

- Campership Fund
- Early Childhood Center
- Etanu (outreach to post high school children of members)
- Rabbi Bohm Israel Scholarship Fund (assistance to teens traveling to Israel)
- Rabbi Brown Education Fund
- Rabbi Ted Ritter College Scholarship Fund (college participation in Jewish programming)
- Religious and Hebrew School
- Sondra Ottenstein Memorial Fund (Religious School scholarships)
- Youth Fund

*Funds granted through the Jewish Community Foundation of San Diego.

---

**Rabbi Frank’s Discretionary Fund**  
Bruce Abrams, in memory of Arthur Abrams and Irene Abrams  
Anita Balsam, in memory of her husband, Michael Balsam  
Cantor Judith Bender, in appreciation of Rabbi Frank for his kind words during her 60th Bat Mitzvah anniversary service  
Mark Bramson, in memory of Thelma and Udell Bramson  
The Eidelson Family, in honor of Elizabeth’s Bat Mitzvah  
Benjamin and Dr. Ruthlyn Fox, in honor of the b’nai mitzvah of their children  
Andrea Frimmer, in memory of Samuel Kobran  
Marty and Barbara Gluck, in memory of Willie Gluck  
Elaine Gottesman, in memory of her husband, Rabbi Aaron Gottesman  
Addy Hale, for continued refuah shaleimahs for Jeffrey Hale and Mitchell Hale  
and in memory of her grandparents, Rebecca Jacob Glovsky and Baile Sher Seigal  
Eric Hall and Laurie Brandes-Hall, in memory of Laurie’s mother, Rhoda Brandes and Florence and Jacob Warner  
Estelle Herman, in memory of Edward Herman  
Michael and Margie Kopiec, in memory of Michael Weiss, son of Kay and Gary Weiss  
Yakov Kras, in memory of Etya Kras, Ruvel Kras, Roza Kras, Tsiliya Svitelman and Elya Svitelman  
Roger and Gayle Lane, in memory of Gayle’s mother, Maria Ratekin  
Dr. Marc and Cathy Lebovits, in memory of Max Nelson, Ruth Nelson and Celia Nelson  
Gary and Lisa Levine, in appreciation of Rabbi Frank  
Selma and Gerald Marlis, in memory of Marlis family members: Rebecca, Bernard, Laurance, Alice and Fanny Millman.  
Jeffrey and Sandra Novack, in memory of Sandra’s father, Bert Bernstein  
Ginger Odom  
Linda Olafson and Barry Raskin, in honor of their 10th wedding anniversary and thanks to Rabbi Frank for starting them on a wonderful path together  
Drs. Murray and Danielle Reicher, in appreciation of Rabbi Frank and in memory of her father, Henry Goldbaum  
Dr. Stuart Rubenstein, in honor of the bris for Ian De Fan, son of Jan Carlo and Denise De Fan and the bris for Greyton Kopp, son of Larry and Elyse Kopp  
Ross Schwartzberg and Jacqueline Chang, in memory of Ross’ grandmother, Sadie Epstein  
Linda Shoob, in appreciation of Rabbi Frank and in honor of Gabi’s Bat Mitzvah.

**Rabbi Wright’s Discretionary Fund**  
Connie Robin, welcome to Temple Solel.

**Cantor Tiep’s Discretionary Fund**  
Sharon Balto, in memory of her mother, father and daughter, Belle Cohen, Chaim Cohen and Carol Balto  
Cantor Judith Bender, in appreciation of Cantor Tiep for making her 60th Bat Mitzvah Anniversary so special  
The Eidelson Family, in honor of Elizabeth’s Bat Mitzvah  
Elaine Gottesman, in memory of her father, John Kluchin  
Addy Hale, for the honor of an aliyah at the Pesach Yizkor Service  
Drs. Ron and Sherri Muchnick, in honor of Shir Energy Music Fest  
Drs. Murray and Danielle Reicher, in appreciation of Cantor Tiep and in memory of her father, Henry Goldbaum  
Dr. Stuart Rubenstein, in honor of the Bris for Spencer Camhi, son of Jeremy and Jennifer Camhi  
Linda Shoob, in appreciation of Cantor Tiep and in honor of Gabi’s Bat Mitzvah  
Carolyn Wolf, in honor of Cantor Judith Bender’s 60th anniversary of her Bat Mitzvah  
Melinda Wynar  
Joel and Linda Zuieback, in memory of Joel’s father, Sheldon Zuieback.
**OUR PROGRAMS**

**Aaron Price Children’s Library Fund**  Bertram Schild, in memory of Edythe Schild.

**Alpert Mendelson Library**  Steven Chodos, in memory of Fay Chodos • Art and Deborah Cravets, in memory of Art’s grandfather, Max Olan • Jack and Natalie Holtzman, in memory of Herman Holtzman • Gabrielle Kunin, in memory of her mother, Annie Pascu • Connie Robin, in memory of Leonard Robin.

**Adult Education**  Marsha Janger, in memory of Lewis Janger.

**Chavurat Chesed**  Drs. Murray and Danielle Reicher, in appreciation of Ellen Fox and in memory of her father, Henry Goldbaum • Kevin and Sherri Wexler, in memory of Judy Cohen Katz.

**Hineynu Community**  Albert and Karin Bensusen, in memory of Stephen Hyman, father of Lisa Bensusen • Art and Deborah Cravets, in memory of Deborah’s father, Cordt Rose and Art’s grandfather, Hyman Kravetz • Dr. Geraldine Kurz, in memory of Alex Elynuik, Dr. Harold Richman, Samuel Roth and Gloria Pell • Ingrid and Marvin Mazie, in memory of Fred Hart and Marcella Mazic • Jerome Morrow, in memory of his wife, Ethel Morrow • Deborah Horwitz and Paul Nierman, in memory of Leonard Nierman • Gilbert and Dorothy Omens, in memory of Philip Omens; Gilbert’s mother, Lilyan Omens, Dorothy’s mother, Alma Levy and Dr. Jerry Goosenberg • Marty and Marcia Stern, in memory of their brother-in-law, Edward Swingle; Marty’s step-father, Dr. Harold Stern; Marcia’s father, Harvey Kern; Ellen Fox’s mother, Lorraine Sochis and in appreciation of Cantor Tiep and Dr. Don Miller’s wonderful program of Israeli music at the Hineynu Volunteer Appreciation program • Gary and Crystal Treiber, in memory of Arnold Treiber.

**Israel Action Fund**  Stefan and Heidi Loren, in memory of Leonard Loren, father of Stefan, grandfather of Elizabeth, Benjamin, Andrew and Gabriel Loren • Charlotte and Howard Zuckerman, in memory of Charlotte’s mother, Gitel Silverman.

**Tzedakah Fund**  Celine Asano, in memory of Meyer Perez • Evelyn Cutler, in memory of her parents, Rose and Samuel Litwack • Perry and Phyllis Feuer, in memory of Jack Feuer • Melody Kessler, in memory of Bonnie Kessler-Johnsen • Michael Kurnow, in memory of Jeannette Kurnow • Connie Robin, in memory of Sam Goldberg • Joel and Linda Zwieback, in memory of Beverly Zwieback.

**OUR TEMPLE**

**Acoustic Repair Fund**  Dr. Jerry and Bev Auerbach, in memory of Bev’s father, Tami’s grandfather, Sholom Heartz Schwartz; dear family friend, Michael Lebovics; Henry Goldbaum, father of Dr. Danielle Reicher; Bev’s aunt, Gloria Vitow; Jerry McClenny, husband of Tami McClenny; Mary Fisher, mother of Leon Fisher; Bev’s mother, Ida Feistman and Tillie Auerbach, mother of Dr. Jerry Auerbach • Bertram Edelstein, in memory of David Shumofsky • Sondra Ernestin, in memory of her mother, Dorothy Portney • Paula Lebovics, in honor of her friends, Dr. Jerry and Beverly Auerbach • Howard and Charlotte Zuckerman, in memory of Mildred Zuckerman.

**General Temple Fund**  David and Xuefen Ammar • Anita Balsam, in memory of her father, Jack Striar and her son, Mark R. Balsam • Liane and David Cooper, in memory of Larry Pidgeon • Gordon and Iris Cutler, in honor of Kaitlyn Korn on her Bat Mitzvah • Perry Feuer, in memory of Frank Feuer • Naomi Golieb, in loving memory of Larry Pidgeon • David Halpem, in memory of his mother, Rachel Halpem • Jeryl Anne and Richard Kessler, in memory of Henry Goldbaum, father of Dr. Danielle Reicher • Alexis and Steven Larky, in memory of Alan Honig, father of Karen Ladman; George Blumenfeld, father of Vince Blumenfeld; Henry Goldbaum, father of Dr. Danielle Reicher • Harriet Pidgeon, in memory of Larry Pidgeon • Kris Quart, in memory of her father, Roy Alex Kotoff • Kris Quart and Barry Quart, in honor of the engagement of their daughter, Gabrielle to 1st Lt. Jeremy Larus • Sheldon and Roselind Rabinowitz, in memory of Larry Pidgeon • The Mickey Shepards, in memory of S. Pidgeon Sanctuary Dedication • Debbie and Jerry Smith, in memory of Steve Mikelman’s father • Benjamin and Joyce Swartz, in memory of Larry Pidgeon.

**Praybook Fund**  Shelly Bard, in memory of her father, Jacob Bellefond • Tobie Fink, in loving memory of her husband, Dan Fink • Larry and Elizabeth Freed, in memory of Kathleen Schofield • Mark and Vickie Ginsberg, in honor of the Lawrence S. Pidgeon Sanctuary Dedication • Tema Halpem, in memory of Joseph Kovack • Estelle Herman, in memory of Harry Cohen • Michael Herman, in memory of his father, Edward Herman • Inez Kaufman, in memory of her loved ones • Dorothy Kleinman, in memory of Leslie Kotcher Schusterman, Lila Epstein and Rabbi Michael Plotnick Tayyeh • Stanford and Marilyn Milberger • Marcie and Jay Morrison, in memory of Lawrence Pidgeon • Janis and Ray Musante, in memory of Janis’ mother, Minnie Rosenbaum • Zona and Barry Pidgeon, in loving memory of Lawrence Samuel Pidgeon • Cyrus and Kimberly Raofpur, in honor of Robin Rubin and the Temple Solel Custodial Staff • Michael and Syma Russell, in memory of Major and Ruth Fenig • Fred and Kathy Scott, in memory of Kathy’s father, Donald Fishstrom • Rhoda Unger, wishing a speedy recovery to Syma Russell.

**Shir Chadash Music Fund**  Annette Friend, in memory of her father, Leon Reiter.

---

Leonard Nierman • Gilbert and Dorothy Omens, in memory of Philip Omens; Gilbert’s mother, Lilyan Omens, Dorothy’s mother, Alma Levy and Dr. Jerry Goosenberg • Marty and Marcia Stern, in memory of their brother-in-law, Edward Swingle; Marty’s step-father, Dr. Harold Stern; Marcia’s father, Harvey Kern; Ellen Fox’s mother, Lorraine Sochis and in appreciation of Cantor Tiep and Dr. Don Miller’s wonderful program of Israeli music at the Hineynu Volunteer Appreciation program • Gary and Crystal Treiber, in memory of Arnold Treiber.
**Early Childhood Center**  Lori, David, Katy and Jake Medway, in memory of Molly Rubin and Shirl Myland • Dr. Stuart Rubenstein, in honor of the bris for Oren Levine, son of Seth and Stacey Levine and the bris for Ian MacLaren, son of Keith MacLaren and Rachel Cohn • “Bubbie” Barbara Schwartz, in honor of the birth and brit milah of Oren Micah Levine, son of Stacey and Seth Levine.

**Etanu**  Michael and Margie Kopiec, in memory of Michael Weiss, son of Kay and Gary Weiss.

**Rabbi Bohm Israel Scholarship Fund**  Trudie Bohm and Alice Morawetz, in memory of Erich Tauscher • Deborah Horwitz and Paul Nierman, in memory of Bernys S. Nierman and Sidney J. Horwitz.

**Religious and Hebrew School**  Marcia and Marty Stern, in honor of all the Temple Solel teachers. The Temple Solel school is wonderful and our teachers are the best.

**Youth Fund**  Jesse and Michelle Hose, in memory of their son, Matthew Hose • *KBSN Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation for the new electronic equipment (TV, sound system and DVR) in the Youth Lounge.

*Donation from the Jewish Community Foundation*
From 1978 to 2014, Temple Solel has grown from a handful of families with the dream of building a strong, Reform Jewish temple community to the bustling center of prayer, learning, and activities in which you participate today. Those early founders dedicated themselves to the task. Their foresight, hard work, and fundraising efforts enabled their dream to blossom. We must continue their work and keep Temple Solel on strong footing to provide a lively Jewish community for our children, grandchildren, friends, and even strangers. Please consider joining the Circle of Honor to further support this important effort.

BENEFITS

Pillars ... $10,000
- Annual Temple Membership Dues including Building Fund Fees
- Recognition and participation at High Holy Days
- Seating in the reserved section of the sanctuary at High Holy Days
- 4 extra High Holy Day tickets for family members
- Free listing in High Holy Days memorial book
- No fees for Religious or Hebrew School, Bar/Bat Mitzvah & Confirmation
- Priority registration for Religious School and Camp Simcha
- Annual Security Fee Included
- Free attendance to all Adult Education Programs at Temple Solel
- Membership in Brotherhood and/or Sisterhood
- 4 tickets to annual major fundraiser
- Large paver in our Garden of Giving
- Large leaf on the Tree of Life
- Reserved spot in the front Parking Lot
- Original Temple Solel Mezuzah made out of Jerusalem stone
- Intimate Circle of Honor receptions
- 25 Tributes or Memorials per year into the General Fund to honor or memorialize your family, friends and loved ones

Benefactors ... $7,500
- Annual Temple Membership Dues including Building Fund Fees
- Recognition and participation at High Holy Days
- Seating in the reserved section of the sanctuary at High Holy Days
- 4 extra High Holy Day tickets for family members
- No fees for Religious or Hebrew School for 1/child
- Priority registration for Religious School and Camp Simcha
- Free attendance to all Adult Education Programs at Temple Solel
- Membership in Brotherhood and/or Sisterhood
- 2 tickets to annual major fundraiser
- Large leaf on the Tree of Life
- Intimate Circle of Honor receptions
- 20 Tributes or Memorials per year into the General Fund to honor or memorialize your family, friends and loved ones

Patrons ... $5,000
- Annual Temple Membership Dues including Building Fund Fees
- Recognition and participation at High Holy Days
- Seating in the reserved section of the sanctuary at High Holy Days
- 4 extra High Holy Day tickets for family members
- Membership in Brotherhood and/or Sisterhood
- 2 tickets to annual major fundraiser
- Large leaf on the Tree of Life
- Intimate Circle of Honor receptions
- 20 Tributes or Memorials per year into the General Fund to honor or memorialize your family, friends and loved ones

Sponsors ... $4,500
- Annual Temple Membership Dues
- Recognition and participation at High Holy Days
- Seating in the reserved section of the sanctuary at High Holy Days
- 2 tickets to annual major fundraiser
- Small leaf on the Tree of Life
- Intimate Circle of Honor receptions
- 15 Tributes or Memorials per year into the General Fund to honor or memorialize your family, friends and loved ones

Friends ... $3,500
- Annual Temple Membership Dues
- Recognition and participation at High Holy Days
- Small leaf on the Tree of Life
- Intimate Circle of Honor receptions
- 10 Tributes or Memorials per year into the General Fund to honor or memorialize your family, friends and loved ones

CIRCLE OF HONOR

All Israel is responsible for one another.
— Talmud

Pillars
- Jim & Marti Eisenberg • David & Miriam Lieber
- Dr. Barry Quart & Dr. Kristine Quart

Benefactors
- Anonymous • Spence & Pamela Burkholz

Patrons
- Stephen & Crissy Bass • Ian & Jenna Fasack
- Dr. Steven & Karen Feitelberg • Douglas & Mindi Frankel
- Robert & Melissa Gans • Andrew Kohlberg • Jon & Linda Kurtin
- Dr. Paul Kurtin & Dr. Ilona Szer • Steven & Alexis Larky
- Dr. Murray Reicher & Dr. Danielle Reicher
- Bernie & Marjorie Saltzberg • Bertram & Suzanne Schild
- Leo & Traci Spiegel • David & Sharon Wax

Sponsors
- Richard Barton & Elaine Feuer-Barton • Randi & Jean* Coopersmith
- Dr. Robert & Mia Goldklang • Edward* & Estelle Herman
- Michael & Susan Herman • Gary & Lisa Levine
- Dr. Stuart & Lisa Lipton • David & Nancy Lyon
- • Paul & Jackie* Malnove
- Barry & Nicole Robbins • Jerry & Debbie Smith

Friends
- Anonymous • Dr. Jerome & Beverly Auerbach
- William & Kelley Berman • Arthur & Deborah Cravets
- • Micha & Denise Danzig • Lila Epstein*
- Jane Pantel & Laura Galinson • Brian & Linda Foster
- Martin & Barbara Gluck
- Eric Hall & Laurie Brandes-Hall • Myron & Laura Jucha
- • Dr. Joel Lazar & Shelle Wisdom • Harry & Kay Leibowitz
- • Ruth Levor • Michael & Kevan Lyon
- Barney & Dr. Sandra Mann • James & Mary Nierman
- • Avram & Susan Ninyo • Glenn & Gabrielle Oratz
- • Gregory Pascal & Cynthia Michael • Mitchell & Amy Robins
- Dr. Bruce & Sheri Sachs • Mark & Maria Schlossberg
- Howard & Ros Susman • David & Joan Tedlow

* Of Blessed Memory
Temple Solel’s Early Childhood Center provides a nurturing space for our children to grow socially, emotionally, cognitively, physically and spiritually every day within a framework rich in Jewish values.

Opening doors to every child and every family – your gift ensures a Jewish future!

**BENEFITS**

**Benefactors … $10,000**
- $5,000 toward any ECC program fees
- Temple Membership
- 2 tickets to Temple Solel’s annual major fundraiser
- Ladies Who Lunch for two
- ECC Chanukah Family Event
- Reserved Seating at High Holy Days
- Recognition at High Holy Days

**Patrons … $7,500**
- $3,500 toward any ECC program fees
- Temple Membership
- Ladies Who Lunch for two
- ECC Chanukah Family Event
- Reserved Seating at High Holy Days
- Recognition at High Holy Days

**Sponsors … $5,000**
- $2,500 toward ECC program fees
- Temple Membership
- ECC Chanukah Family Event
- Reserved Seating at High Holy Days
- Recognition at High Holy Days

**Friends … up to $1,000**
- Recognition at High Holy Days

**ECC CHILDREN’S CIRCLE**

**Benefactors**
- Jon and Melissa Gottfried
“When I was born into this world, I found many carob trees planted by my father and grandfather. Just as they planted trees for me, I am planting trees for my children and grandchildren so they will be able to eat the fruit of these trees.”

One of the many ways that members of our congregation have chosen to express their deep commitment to our community is by naming Temple Solel in their will, in their trust, in another planned charitable gift, or by making an endowment donation. This is a way to make a lasting contribution that continues your Jewish legacy in perpetuity.

We wish to thank those generous donors and to acknowledge them as members of the Legacy Circle.

If you have named Temple Solel in your will or trust, or if you have made another form of legacy gift to Temple Solel, we would like to acknowledge your generosity. Any amount of giving is greatly appreciated. Please call Robin Rubin at 760.436.0654, ext. 255 and we will be glad to add your name to the membership list for the Legacy Circle.

- Anonymous • Janet Alliger • Dr. Jerome & Beverly Auerbach
- Michael & Lori Barnett • Richard Barton & Elaine Feuer-Barton
- Edmund & Pamela Beimel • Leo & Barbara Benavidez
- Michael & Carolyn Berlin • Mark & Ellen Bramson • Kent & Judy Bricker
- Rabbi Jeff Brown & Amy Bebchick • Giacomo Bucci & Lori Pivo
- Todd & Debby Buchholz • Russell Davis & Dr. Kim Gutner
- Jim & Marti Eisenberg • Jane Fantel & Laura Galinson
- Dr. Steven & Karen Feitelberg • Michael & Carolyn Felzer
- Steve & Ellen Fox • Rabbi David Frank & Davida Shreiber
- John & Julie Harland • Myron & Laura Jucha • Marjory Kaplan
- Stephen & Sharon Lash • Jim & Risa Lauth • Mark & Lorna Lavine
- Julie Lehrman • Ruth Levor • Barney & Dr. Sandra Mann
- Gary & Jayne Marx • Jerry Morrow • Michael Price & Cheryl Rattner-Price
- Barry Raskin & Dr. Linda Olafson • Cantor Kathy Robbins
- Len* & Connie Robin • Andrew & Lisa Rubin
- Robin S. Rubin • Steve & Holly Ruderman • Dr. Bruce & Sheri Sachs
- Steve & Linda Schechner • Leonard & Frances Sekela
- Dr. Jacob & Liz Sharp • Marty Stern & Marcia Kern
- Dr. Tom & Lisa Sweet • David & Joan Tedlow • David & Sharon Wax
- Dr. Robert Weisgrau • Gary & Illana Woods
- Allen & Melinda Wynar • Joan Zak • Charles* & Eleanor Zion

* Of Blessed Memory